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2691 nature (2) 

Moreover, the fourth and fifth positions were actually open to discussion. 

What the Shengyang group had revealed was only a small part of the iceberg. 

“Alright, I’ll do it now! Boss, sister-in-law, I will definitely give you a satisfactory result.” 

nangong nuannuan nodded, her heart filled with sweetness. 

Although ning Wenhao was the one who did it, it was brother chiyang who had instructed him to do so. 

It was her husband who was helping her. 

However, there were still some regrets. 

Hearing Nangong Nuannuan’s sigh, Chi Yang immediately turned to look at her, afraid that his wife 

would be dissatisfied. 

Nangong Nuannuan looked into Chi Yang’s concerned eyes and said, ” “Although the nings are mostly 

involved in auditing and charity, and although they are greedy for money, they rarely use the money 

from charity. At least, he had never made such a big fuss before. Ning Zhennan was a person who cared 

a lot about his reputation. Therefore, for so many years, the Internal Affairs Bureau had left the charity 

sector to the ning family to manage. 

so i think the shi family is the one who started this. If I’m not wrong, the Shi family probably wanted to 

rebuild their image in front of the people, so they convinced the ning family to lead this matter. 

originally, they might have just thought that they didn’t need to pay 3 billion and could still earn the 

trust of the people and rebuild a good impression in the hearts of the people. In the end, I didn’t expect 

this pig teammate of the ning family to do something that the heavens can’t tolerate.” 

Nangong Nuannuan took out her phone and typed in a lot of code. When she saw the content, she had a 

look of understanding on her face. Then, she showed the content to Chi Yang and the others. 

“With the Shi family’s character, they would never donate 3 billion. Shi Yalin’s experiment is very 

expensive, and the Shi family has been scammed by us so many times. They are in need of money. but 

look, the shi family has indeed transferred 3 billion to my account. it was just that this 3 billion had been 

scattered everywhere and had not been used yet. Generally, when using charity funds, one would first 

use the small amount of money before using the big amount. This was the Shi family’s largest sum of 

money. There was no reason for their money to be scattered before the reconstruction even began. 

so, I’m guessing that after Shi Yalin found out that the nings were courting death, she immediately 

abandoned her stupid teammates. originally, i was sure that the shi family wouldn’t pay for it, so when 

it’s about time, i’ll go to the black shi family online. who knew that the ning family, this shit stirrer, 

would mess up everything between me and the shi family. Now, Zhenzhen can only let us live our own 

lives and let the ning family bear everything.” 
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Nangong Nuannuan, who had been holding back her evil thoughts, could only silently give up on her 

plan to destroy the Shi family. 

This was simply suffocating her. 

After ning Wenhao left, he immediately contacted Huang zichu. 

Huang zichu only used an hour to crack Camu’s firewall. 

The key was that not only did Huang zichu crack the firewall, he also did it without Kahm’s notice. 

Camm had always thought that it was Nangong Nuannuan who was trying to break through his firewall. 

Although Nangong Nuannuan’s skills were not bad, she had only found the right direction. She was still 

far from breaking through his firewall. 

The firewall was still black, but there were only a few red dots on it. There were more red dots than 

before, and the cracking method was much more advanced than before. Sometimes, they even formed 

the shape of a sword, trying to break through his firewall. 
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2692 A traitor (3) 

however, when camm realized that no matter what nangong nuannuan did, it was all in vain, he 

completely let down his guard. 

So much so that when Huang zichu used a Black Attack method to completely break the black firewall 

without any difference in color, got all the records inside, restored the black firewall, and little sun 

continued to play with the previous firewall, kamu still did not find any clues. 

“Brother Danchi, I’ve already gotten the ingredients inside!” 

Danqi was still watching the show, but when he heard little sun’s words, he was so shocked that he 

almost fell off his chair. 

danqi’s mouth was wide open as he watched little sun analyze the information bit by bit, and then run it 

in the right way. finally, he found out that the real money was actually all transferred to the ning family’s 

account. he was shocked. 

“That’s impossible!” although camm was indeed a noob to him, he was still one of the top international 

players. other than him and King, who was now his big brother’s subordinate, wayne, camm was indeed 

a difficult opponent to take down. 

Little sun was just a child that Nangong Nuannuan had left to him to take care of during the summer 

break. He had let little sun learn hacking to kill time. Although he admitted that little sun was very smart, 

no matter how smart a child was, it was still her first time coming into contact with hacking skills. How 

could she break through Camu’s firewall directly? 

Danqi was so shocked that he didn’t even dare to say anything. He quickly followed the way little sun 

cracked just now and went back. 
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when he was looking for it, he clearly felt a third force. This was an extremely destructive force, but it 

was undetectable. If he was Carm, if he didn’t keep an eye on his own data and only stared at the 

firewall, he wouldn’t have noticed that there was someone else cracking it. 

The person who cracked open Carm’s data at this time was definitely his boss’s man. Maybe big brother 

asked Wayne to crack it. 

Danchi followed the data and found the path that the other party had broken. In the end, the other 

party had broken down Carm’s firewall without anyone knowing and got the things inside out. Then, he 

kindly helped Carm repair the firewall. 

Dunchi couldn’t help but laugh. 

This person was really bad! 

After Danchi checked the data, he kindly helped Camm restore the firewall. 

It was as if Camm’s firewall had been broken through twice, and he had no idea about it. He was even 

gloating over the fact that his firewall, Nangong Nuannuan, had been unable to do anything about it. 

The ning family certainly didn’t know something that even Camu didn’t know. 

So much so that when ning Wenhao announced the press conference, the ning family was still smug and 

angry. 

“Hmph, you traitor! How powerful did he think he was? He’s just Chi Yang’s Lackey, the Nangong family 

has never appeared, and he’s actually going to hold a press conference on behalf of the Nangong 

family?” Elder ning chuckled, feeling that ning Wenhao was a fool. 

Ning Wenqi, who had always been by ning Zhennan’s side, also couldn’t help but laugh. However, he 

was really laughing. Because ning Wenhao was finally under his feet. Ning Wenhao has already 

announced to the media that he’ll be holding a press conference on behalf of the three major 

corporations. The Nangong family’s scandal has already spread all over Kamino, and even the rest of the 

world knows about it. ” 
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“the reputation of di gang, the imperial palace, and sheng yang has also been completely ruined. He 

held a press conference on behalf of the Nangong family, which was no different from ruining his own 

reputation. 

Ning Wenhao had been following chiyang all these years, and his career had been smooth sailing. He 

was obviously about the same age as him, but he was already a Senior Colonel. Moreover, he had 

recently been highly appreciated by the president. In addition to his contributions to the earthquake 

relief, he was probably not far from the position of Major General. But what about him? He was also a 

child of the ning family, and a child of the ning family who was officially married. His status was much 

higher than that of his bastard child, but he had only just been promoted to major. 
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The socialites around the ning family all looked at ning Wenhao. There was no place for ning Wenqi. She 

had made him, the real young master of the ning family, lose in front of all the socialites in dizhou. 

How unfair was this to him? 

But it was all good now. 

The press conference would be held at nine in the morning the next day, and it was just past noon. 

There was still an entire afternoon left, and it was just enough time to completely ruin the Nangong 

family’s reputation. 

“hmph, the self-proclaimed loyalty turns out to be incomparably stupid. Does he think that by speaking 

up for Nangong Nuannuan, chiyang will forgive him when he wakes up?” 

Then, ning Wenqi looked at ning Haohan and asked, ” “Third uncle, how is it? Did they solve it?” 

From time to time, ning Haohan would wave his phone to check the real-time situation of the firewall 

being cracked by the people hired by disheng. 

Ning Haohan snorted. I thought di gang was powerful. Look at him. He’s just as good as you. 

The ning family went over again. After all, ning Wenhao had said that he was going to hold a press 

conference, so he had to give an explanation. However, all the answers were in their hands. As long as 

they didn’t let go, the other party would never be able to give a real answer. 

What they were holding in their hands was still a huge black ball, with the truth in the middle, but di 

gang’s people could only wander around the edge. Although the red energy would form a sword from 

time to time and try to rush towards the center, it would be devoured before it could reach the center. 

” third uncle, their technology is obviously improving. they can now attack near the center. will they find 

out the truth after a while? ” 

“Don’t worry, Camm told me that the real content has been completely destroyed by him. the truth that 

we can see is just the truth that has already been shattered. After three days, the truth that had been 

shattered would never be restored. There’s only 30 hours left. Do you think they can break through the 

firewall?” Ning Haohan asked with a smile. 

Even Xiao Yushan, who didn’t know anything, felt that the people di gang had found were much worse 

than kamu after seeing the red dots, let alone ning Wenqi and the old man. 

“Di Shi isn’t as powerful as the legends say.” Xiao Yushan pouted. 

Ning Wenqi sneered. disheng is still the leader of high-tech products. Although Shengyang is now on par 

with disheng, it seems that these two groups are not very capable. Ning Wenqi’s face was full of disdain. 

“You can’t say that. There’s still a difference between hacking and computer technology.” ” advanced 

computer technology is a highly intelligent product for ordinary people, ” ning haohan said with a smile. 

” but hacking skills are in the hands of very few people. ” 
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2694 Malignant tumor 1 

“Especially for someone like Carm, you can’t find a better top hacker in the world. Maybe disheng will 

invite someone as good as Carm, but don’t forget that this firewall was made by Carm. Even if disheng 

can find a hacker as good as Carm, it’ll take at least ten days to half a month to crack his firewall.” 

Everyone laughed when they heard that. 

the next morning, countless reporters and citizens gathered at the entrance of the private hospital in 

shengzhou. This was where ning Wenhao held the press conference on behalf of the Nangong family. 

because of the press conference, a grandstand had been built in the middle of the street garden next to 

the hospital. the grandstand had an LED screen the same size as the grandstand. 

There was still an hour before the press conference at 9 o ‘clock, but the scene was already filled with 

countless reporters and angry disaster victims. They had seats in all the important media outlets. As for 

the private media, gossip, and live broadcasts, they almost fought over seats. 

The press conference hadn’t started yet, but the topic at the scene was already hot. 

“Sir, are you from Shengzhou?” 

“i am!” 

may I ask if your family is alright after the earthquake? ” 

The man’s face was filled with anger, and tears came out without waiting. 

“My wife and my twins died in the earthquake. wuwuwuwu!” 

The moment the man started crying, the reporter looked apologetic. I’m sorry, Sir. I’m Hanhan. I didn’t 

know. I’m Hanhan. 

The reporter didn’t know how to comfort the man. The man suddenly raised his head and said angrily, ” 

“What’s there to be sorry about? The people who should apologize to us haven’t done so yet. You’re 

just doing an interview, what’s there to apologize for?” 

The reporter felt a little awkward, but the man continued, ” my whole family is dead. I’m the only one 

left. during this period of time, i have been helping the members of the combat department to dig 

people out from the ruins and treat the injured. Although I don’t have money, I have strength. I’m very 

grateful to the members of the War Department and the volunteers from all over the country. They 

have the money and the strength to contribute. We are all United in saving our compatriots. I would like 

to express my deep gratitude to the country, the war service department, and the volunteers from all 

over the world. I thought that in the face of such a natural and man-made disaster, everyone should 

work together. Who knew that there were still cancer cells like di gang, di Gong, and Sheng Yang in our 

society? I’m here today to see how these three pieces of rat sh * t will explain to everyone. I also want 

to see what happens to these people!” 

The man gritted his teeth as he spoke, his eyes turning red from anger. 



Hearing his words, some of the onlookers thought of their homes that had been destroyed in the 

earthquake, and their eyes turned red. 

Some of them even shouted,”expel the rat sh * t.” 

“Lady, why are you so angry?” Another reporter asked another person from another direction. 

The anger in the woman’s eyes was almost burning. She shouted, ” “Di Shi is a place that eats people 

without even spitting out their bones! My whole family relied on my husband’s meager salary in disheng 

to support us, but after this incident, my husband only helped the victims by shouting a few words, and 

they fired him without any explanation!” 
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“My husband is already in his forties, and we have two daughters to raise. One of them is in high school, 

and the other is in college. Now, my husband was expelled just because he stood on the side of justice 

and said a few words. I don’t even have enough for my two children’s tuition fees next semester. I want 

di mo to give us an explanation!” 

“Yes, I want an explanation!” 

“Di mo has to give us an explanation! why did you fire us?” 

“Are you surprised that I’m firing you? Compared to being fired, Mrs. PEI was still the PEI family’s young 

mistress. Even if she wasn’t general Chi’s biological mother, the DNA test clearly stated that they were 

relatives. For so many years, she had raised Chi Yang, and even if she didn’t have any credit, she had 

worked hard. In the end, she was killed by that b * tch Nangong Nuannuan. You should already be 

grateful for the way she treated you.” 

“It’s not just Madam PEI who was killed? Nangong Nuannuan is bullying people, can’t you see that the 

PEI family is being suppressed by her disheng?” 

There were so many reporters present, so much gossip, so many live broadcasts. Almost immediately, 

everything could be seen on the internet. 

In an instant, Nangong Nuannuan’s reputation had been tarnished. 

In the past, she had already thought that Nangong Nuannuan was nothing special, but now, her 

reputation had turned even worse. 

Even some of Nangong Nuannuan’s fans were saying that they had followed the wrong person. 

However, there were still some rational and hot fans who didn’t believe it. 

[ i don’t believe that my brother nuan is such a person. ] 

[ i don’t believe it either. i’m on brother nuan’s side. ] Waiting for the officials to slap him in the face! 
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“Hehe, you’re brainless.” What benefits did that b * tch Nangong give you? A person like her doesn’t 

even have a B * stard, let alone her face. How could you still be her fans? [ it’s not enough to be 

smacked in the face, and you still want to listen to the official face smacking? ] 

You better clean your f * cking mouth! So what if I believe in Nangong Nuannuan? My life was saved by 

miss Nangong. I don’t have any relationship with her, but she saved my life for free. You want me to 

believe that such a person would do such a thing? I don’t believe it! I dare to swear that if miss Nangong 

really did such a thing, I’ll f * cking live-stream myself eating sh * t! 

The patient who had almost died from a lung infection and had been rescued by Nangong Nuannuan 

earlier spoke. Very quickly, his post was pushed to the top. 

Countless people liked it to show their support, while countless people said that he was brainless. 

Was Yi saving you? [ that was clearly to give the Nangong family a chance to show off. ] 

Was Yi saving you? That was clearly her way of paving the way for herself to marry Lieutenant General 

Chi. ] 

[ sand sculpture! ] 

[ why are you scolding him? ] He’s going to live stream himself eating sh * t, don’t wake him up from his 

scolding! 

I’m very clear-headed, I’ve said it, and I believe miss Nangong. I will never eat shit one day! ] 

I’ll support you! I don’t know how this trend started, but if I were brother Nuan, I wouldn’t do something 

that would get me slapped in the face once I checked. 

they all felt that brother Nuan was also a fool. Brother Nuan was doing this because he wanted to 

slander her on purpose, and they were all … Dogs. Sherlock Holmes. Shit [ thinking ] [ thinking ] [ 

thinking ] [ thinking ] 

…… 

The press conference had yet to begin, but Nangong Nuannuan was already spamming the news online 

and offline. 

It could be said that 10000 people had left Kamino’s streets today. Even though it was working hours, 

many units and companies had turned on their televisions to let their employees watch the live 

broadcast. 
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Nangong Nuannuan was simply too much of a topic. 

If the commoners were like this, then the ning family and the PEI family were even more so. 
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In order to liven up the atmosphere, the ning family and the PEI family had worked together to find 

many people who had been fired by Nangong Nuannuan. At the same time, they had also found many 

gangsters, just to liven up the atmosphere. 

At 9 o ‘clock, ning Wenhao entered the arena with his headset and a group of Eagle Special Forces 

members. 

Eagle’s combat uniform was different from that of ordinary officers of the combat Department. Fei 

Ying’s combat uniform was black. A group of 180cm-tall, well-built military men went up the stage one 

after another, and the crowd instantly exploded. 

The female netizens who were scolding Nangong a moment ago were no longer in the mood to scold 

anyone. They started to lick the screen. 

Even if there were still people who scolded him, they wanted Chi Yang to divorce Nangong Nuannuan as 

soon as possible. After all, the young men in the special command unit were really too handsome. Even 

ordinary men were so handsome, let alone Chi Yang, who was the Supreme Commander. It was like 

every time he appeared, he would be able to see the screen. 

As the organizer of the press conference, ning Wenhao didn’t sit down after he went on stage. Instead, 

he stood in a row with the group of young men from the Special Forces. After that, he stepped forward 

and saluted to the media and the public. 

This time, the Eagle Special Forces was the first team to arrive at the disaster area. Everyone could see 

what they had done for the people in the disaster area. 

Especially Chi Yang, who was seriously injured while trying to save someone and was still lying in the 

hospital. 

After the bow, ning Wenhao said to everyone in the audience, ” “Hello, everyone. I’m ning Wenhao. 

Most of you might not know who I am. Let me introduce myself. I am the Adjutant of the Flying Eagle 

Commander-in-Chief. At the same time, I am the grandson of the ning family, one of the four big 

families. The current head of the ning family, ning Zhennan, is my grandfather.” 

Ning Wenhao was 1.85 meters tall and very handsome. When everyone heard that he was the grandson 

of the ning family, many netizens wanted to directly climb into the computer and carry ning Wenhao 

home. 

“Half a year ago, there was a lung infection incident in dizhou. After the incident was investigated, the 

Affiliated Hospital of the medical University determined that all the infections were poisoning. And I was 

one of the victims. My life was saved by my sister-in-law, which is Nangong Nuannuan. Today, at this 

moment, and even now, my sister-in-law is still upstairs in the hospital taking care of our commander. 

That’s why I’m in charge of this press conference today. 

I’ve seen some of the things that happened on the internet before, so I basically know what questions 

everyone wants to ask me. However, since the Flying Eagle Special Forces has invited the media, please 

raise your questions and I will answer them one by one.” 

As soon as he finished speaking, the reporters were about to rush to ask questions one by one. 



However, the Special Forces members who were standing at the back jumped off the stage at this 

moment. 

These Special Forces members all carried a bloody and iron-blooded aura. Just the action of jumping off 

the stage was enough to shock everyone on the field. 

One of the team members passed the microphone to a reporter. 

The reporter was stunned for a moment before asking, ” “Adjutant ning, the Nangong family has 

angered the public. Even if Nangong Nuannuan is taking care of general Chi, why aren’t the Nangong 

family members here? If they don’t come, does it mean that they’re guilty?” 

Almost as soon as the reporter finished speaking, one of the Eagle Special Forces members on the stage 

directly turned his question into text and put it on the big LED screen. 
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“It’s time for questions,” said ning Wenhao.”I’ll answer 10 questions.” After everyone asks, I’ll answer 

them all. Now, please ask the second question.” 

The reporters immediately raised their hands. 

Ning Wenhao pointed at the reporter who had jumped the highest. It was obvious that he had been paid 

to do this. 

The reporter’s eyes lit up and asked, ” “Adjutant ning, everyone knows that disheng is an overseas group 

that came to our country to develop. This time, the chairman of disheng, Nangong Nuannuan, has done 

such a terrible thing and caused public anger. Will disheng leave Kamino? And will Lieutenant General 

Chi divorce her?” 

“There are still seven questions.” ning wenhao said to the media that he had found himself. 

the people below were unhappy when they heard this. 

“Isn’t it supposed to be 10 questions? There are only two people asking questions, why are there only 

seven questions?” 

“because that person asked two questions.” ning wenhao answered all his questions. 

When the crowd heard this, they all glared at the gossip reporter. 

The reporter was also unhappy and asked the person who was staring at him, ” “What’s wrong? Don’t 

you want to know what I asked you just now?” 

that one sentence silenced all the reporters. 

“Adjutant ning, whether it’s the Nangong family or miss Nangong’s character, we have seen it for 

ourselves. Our national channel believes in the Nangong family and miss Nangong’s character. I want to 

know if Adjutant ning held this press conference because she already knew that the three major groups 
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were slandered? If you know, please give the three corporations justice, and at the same time, you must 

find the person behind the rumors.” 

“Alright,” he said. ” yes, ” ning wenhao replied. 

Originally, when this National station reporter asked the question, the onlookers did not agree. They felt 

that these National station reporters were definitely shills hired by the Nangong family. 

However, when ning Wenhao said ” okay, ” the crowd was a little stunned. 

“Could it be that Junjun’s Nangong family was really slandered?” 

“I can’t! That was the Nangong family! With disheng and Shengyang, who would dare to slander the 

Nangong family?” 

“Maybe it’s just an excuse of the Nangong family. Don’t let the Nangong family lead you in the right 

direction.” 

the questions continued. 

Adjutant ning, since you’re the spokesperson of the Nangong family, may I ask if you can endorse 

everything related to their family? ” 

you can ask me any questions you want. I’ll definitely answer them if I can. If I can’t, I’ll immediately 

contact the Nangong family to answer them. 

“alright, then i’d like to ask, according to our understanding, zhou ruxue is lieutenant general chi’s 

mother. although it was later proven that she wasn’t lieutenant general chi’s biological mother, she was 

still a relative of his mother’s side. She had heard that Nangong Nuannuan and Zhou ruxue had always 

been in conflict, and it was also Nangong Nuannuan who had framed Zhou ruxue and sent her to prison. 

Now, she had just been sent to prison, and she had been killed. There was also news that Nangong 

Nuannuan had hired a killer to kill her. Adjutant ning, was Zhou ruxue really killed by Nangong 

Nuannuan? If Nangong Nuannuan wasn’t the murderer, who was? As Lieutenant General Chi’s relatives, 

shouldn’t the Chi family and the Nangong family have the responsibility to find the murderer for Ms. 

Zhou ruxue and bring her to justice?” 

“This guy is stupid, right? You’re asking so many questions at once?” 

“You can print the questions after you ask one question!” 

The moment the reporter sat down, he was ridiculed by countless people. 

“I still have three questions. please.” Ning Wenhao pointed to another media outlet. 

“I’ve heard that disheng, ah, no, it should be Tianheng Land Group, won a piece of land in the South of 

dizhou city. At that time, Chairman Nangong only bid one million more than the Shi family for the land. 

The largest land that was released in recent years, worth tens of billions, was successfully sold for a 

mere million. Chairman Nangong is stepping on a difficult spot with every step. May I ask if she’s 

involved in any unfair competition?” 
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“I still have two more questions.” 

A National station reporter asked, ” Adjutant ning, it is understood that the audit Officer this time is 

from the ning family. As the young master of the ning family, you are standing on the Nangong family’s 

side without hesitation. Does this mean that you have already broken off relations with the ning family? 

” 

“One last question.” 

“Adjutant ning, when you and Lieutenant General Chi were trapped underground, you were doing your 

best to protect our ordinary people. Lieutenant General Chi was even heavily injured while protecting 

everyone. However, after the people were rescued, Nangong Nuannuan ordered the arrest of one of the 

women and detained her for more than 48 hours without any evidence. What right does she have to 

randomly arrest people?” 

alright, that’s the end of the ten questions. Ning Wenhao didn’t look at the ten questions on the screen. 

“Before I answer your questions, I have a few videos to show everyone.” 

[ coming, coming. My brother Nuan’s face-smacking is about to begin. ] 

yes, yes, yes. This is my brother Nuan’s usual method. 

What is the Church’s usual method? Ask for science? Aren’t we currently fighting against Nangong 

Nuannuan? ] 

The church is going to launch [crusade? My brother Nuan is already rich to a certain extent. Didn’t you 

hear that even the world’s number one financial magnate is Best Actor Phoenix’s mother? [ he already 

has two of the world’s top 50 corporations at such a young age. Is there a need to resort to such 

underhanded means for a mere 2 billion? ] 

In the Holy See, no matter how rich some people were, they were also very stingy. You may know a 

person’s face, but not his heart! 

[ hehe, then you can just wait to be slapped in the face. ] 

Indeed, you may know a person’s face but not his heart. However, whether this ignorant person was 

brother Nuan or someone with ulterior motives, we’ll only know after brother Nuan slaps him in the 

face. ] 

At this moment, Nangong Nuannuan’s fans had already taken their seats and were ready to enjoy the 

show. Because they didn’t believe that Nangong Nuannuan would do such a thing, they didn’t say 

anything when the internet was full of abuse. 
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After so many face smacking sessions, as fans, everyone was already used to Nangong Nuannuan’s face 

smacking process. Therefore, at this moment, a large wave of fans quickly rushed in and occupied the 

internet, warming up to those trolls ‘faces. 

These fans seemed to be able to predict the future. They ignored the curses and anger online and only 

blindly believed in Nangong Nuannuan. They believed that the girl they called brother Nuan would 

definitely not do such a thing. 

Weibo was spamming crazily on the internet, and the bullet comments in the live broadcast room were 

almost overwhelming. 

However, this didn’t affect ning Wenhao’s performance. 

“Today’s press conference is firstly to clarify some facts in front of the media, and secondly to slap 

people in the face. Some people and some families were shameless for their own benefit. Disheng, 

Imperial Palace, and Shengyang group were too lazy to talk to people like that. Because the people in 

charge of these three companies feel that it’s an insult to them to talk to you face to face.” 

[ Adjutant ning is handsome! ] 

[ I’ve already bought the watermelons and am waiting for the show to start. ] 

[ the level of these flirtatious bitches is too different from my brother Nuan. ] So, brother Nuan couldn’t 

be bothered to slap them in the face and let little brother ning do it! ] 

Hearing ning Wenhao’s tone in the live broadcast and seeing Nangong Nuannuan’s fans suddenly 

appear, ning Wenqi could not help but sneer. Nangong Nuannuan is so disgusting. She actually hired an 

Internet Water Army for herself. 

previously, I thought that since the disgust level of the people had been hyped up, there was no need to 

hire an Internet Water Army to deliberately defame her. She could have been driven out of Kamino. 
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Chapter 2699 

2699 The final confirmation (2) 

I didn’t expect her to still have the mood to do emergency public relations when she’s already been 

criticized to this extent. She went to hire an Internet Water Army to slander us. Ning Haohan looked at 

the sudden appearance of Nangong Nuannuan’s fans on the internet and could not help but complain. 

Xiao Yushan liked to read gossip online, but the more she read, the more she felt that something was 

wrong. 

however, the people who are speaking up for Nangong Nuannuan are at least level three and above. 

Most of them are level five, six, or seven. If they are paid fake reviewers, they shouldn’t be at that level. 

“Money can make the devil turn millstones.” Elder ning felt that the reason why Nangong Nuannuan 

was so popular was because she was rich. He was too rich. 
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“That’s right. If you’re so rich, you can get someone to check on some high-level netizens and privately 

pay them to support you. Do you think they’ll agree? But they’re all just gold diggers who don’t like their 

words and bodies, and they still want to flaunt justice all day long.” 

our conversation with ning Wenhao has been deleted, right? ” 

“Don’t worry dad! What are you afraid of with Kham here?” Ning Haohan didn’t like his father’s 

indecisiveness. He wanted to gain something, but he was afraid of losing it. The reason why the ning 

family had gone from the second place to the sixth place, Shengyang group, was because of his father’s 

indecisiveness. 

“That’s right, grandfather. Besides, we’ve already come this far. We’ve already anticipated the Nangong 

family’s counterattack from the very beginning. now that they let ning wenhao be the spokesperson, 

they want us to let them go for ning wenhao’s sake, don’t they?” Even though ning Wenhao had already 

made a face-smacking gesture, ning Wenqi still looked unconcerned. 

This was the battle between him and ning Wenhao. It would only happen once. There would not be 

another chance. However, this time, either he or ning Wenhao would die. 

Just as they were talking, the auditor appeared on the screen. 

This was what the examiner had said when the reporter interviewed the examiner of the ning family 

after the news of disheng,’Imperial Palace’ and Shengyang’s scandal broke out. 

The auditors showed the donations from the three major corporations to the reporters and then 

showed them the total of 6 billion Yuan used on the 100-plus projects. 

These projects seemed to be post-disaster reconstruction projects, but the builders and operators of 

these three major projects were themselves. 

These projects were originally planned, but in fact, the money had already been allocated. 

Moreover, this matter was not the doings of the donation Association. All the money that had been paid 

had been directly transferred to the more than 100 projects without the consent of any person in charge 

of the donation Association. 

In other words, these three groups had used illegal channels to transfer this part of the property. And it 

was transferred back to their own account. 

It was also because of this auditor’s exposure that the people online were so angry at the big three’s 

operations and pushed them to the forefront of the storm. 

The video at the moment was replaying the interaction between the auditor, who was unafraid of the 

big three corporations ‘retaliation, and the media. 

At the end of the video, the auditor righteously criticized, ” “I used to be proud of Kamino’s three big 

and caring corporations, but now I’m ashamed of them! Although they only transferred their own 

money back to their own account, and it’s not illegal, I think that such an approach should be strongly 

condemned.” 
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Chapter 2700 

2700 An apology that should be made (3) 

when everyone is putting the safety of the people in the disaster area as their top priority, they are 

actually laundering money and using natural and man-made disasters to earn the gratitude of the 

people. As for themselves, while they received the gratitude of the people, they were so stingy that they 

didn’t spend a single cent. This kind of method of consuming people’s trust, I personally firmly object to 

it!” 

His words stirred up the courage and justice in everyone’s hearts. This was why everyone was so 

disgusted with the three major corporations and gradually became the target of public criticism. 

this is something that everyone has seen before. Don’t you think that the auditor in the video is very 

familiar? ” Ning Wenhao’s voice rang out. “do you guys know what kind of background this person has?” 

“Unfilial son! This defying! He couldn’t possibly reveal all of Zhang Sheng’s information just to help 

Nangong Nuannuan and the others turn the tables, right? What good would it do for him to be exposed 

like this?” Elder ning was so angry that he almost had a heart attack. He couldn’t help but curse. 

Although she had already thought that ning Wenhao might do something like this after saying those 

words to them, how could she not be angry when she really faced it? After all, in their hearts, ning 

Wenhao’s surname was ning. Whether he had ever taken the shares of the Ning Wen group or not, he 

was still a part of the ning family and should do his best for the ning family. 

However, at this moment, ning Wenhao was on TV, in the news, and in the eyes of the people of the 

country and even the whole world. He actually asked everyone if they knew the background of the 

auditor, Zhang Sheng. 

“adjutant ning, we want to know why the three corporations are doing this! The people in charge of the 

three major corporations had to come out and give everyone an explanation! He didn’t want you to 

change the subject. As a soldier, you should be realistic and not do things like ‘saving the country in a 

roundabout way’. Even if you found out that there was something wrong with the auditor, you would 

not be able to escape the blame of the three major corporations for using the disaster relief to improve 

their reputation and doing such a disgusting thing. Rather than making everyone feel disgusted, it was 

better to make them come out and apologize. Or if they don’t dare, as the representative of the three 

corporations, you can represent them and apologize to the people in the disaster area and the entire 

country.” 

A reporter suddenly stood up indignantly, and his profile picture was projected on the LED screen at the 

front desk in a high-definition video. 

He and a few other media outlets had been invited by the ning family to warm up the scene. Seeing that 

things were going against the ning family, she immediately stood up. 

He thought that after he finished speaking, the big screen would also make his face disappear from the 

screen like before. 
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However, after he stood up and finished speaking, his avatar only shrank by half and appeared on the 

other half of the screen. 

The reporter thought it was because he was standing that his picture was always on the screen. 

However, he had to go against ning Wenhao. He couldn’t give in or sit down. 

Ning Wenhao smiled, and his handsome face instantly bloomed with a touch of ruffian that didn’t 

belong to the Special Forces. 

“Why are you in such a hurry? Since I’ve stepped forward today, I’ll definitely give a clear explanation to 

the people of the country. I’ll definitely make the necessary apologies.” 


